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The Mahadevi has whispered, “Jesus!” Those who hear will hear for all eternity. (April 5, 2020)
From:
jeff allen allenjeff1958@gmail.com
bcc:
s.jagbir@gmail.com
date:
Oct 1, 2020, 7:45 PM
subject: Re: FASCINATING FACTS CONCERNING THE BIBLE
Simon Greenleaf (1783-1853) Greenleaf, (former Atheist), one of the principle founders of the Harvard Law School, and
a world-renowned expert on evidence, originally set out to disprove the biblical testimony concerning the resurrection
of Jesus Christ. He was certain that a careful examination of the internal witness of the Gospels would dispel all the
myths at the heart of Christianity. But this legal scholar came to the conclusion that the witnesses were reliable, and
that the resurrection did in fact happen. Being a man of conviction and reason, and in accordance with his
conclusions, Greenleaf converted from Agnosticism to Christianity. [emphasis Jagbir’s]
Ralph Muncaster, (former atheist) in his book: Examine the Evidence, presents extensive evidence to validate the truthclaims of Christianity. He provides compelling arguments from science, biblical prophecy, history, and archaeology. This
former skeptic points out that of all religions and philosophies on earth, only one, Christianity is verifiable and
testable. [emphasis Jagbir’s]
1,456 hours of Sunday school and church turned Ralph Muncaster into a hard-core atheist. Then he was challenged to
honestly investigate the Bible and the facts of modern science. He was stunned. Fact after fact, from biology, history,
archaeology, physics, lined up with the Bible’s account!
The Bible Itself Argues Against the Possibility of Its Corruption
The charge that the Bible has been corrupted, contradicts what the Bible itself teaches. After all, in Isaiah 40:8 we read,
“The grass withers and the flowers fall, but the word of our God stands for ever.” In the New Testament Jesus says,
“Heaven and earth will pass away, but my words will never pass away” (Matthew 24:35). [emphasis Jagbir’s]
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